I’ve got a little freezer space in
my kitchen.

Try our Samplers!
Most popular: Signature Sampler

This is my first
time to try this.

I’m still
considering
making the
switch to
PastureRaised
Meats.

I hardly have any freezer space.
Purchase “By-the-cut.”
Our favorite cuts are Ribeye Steak, Ground Beef,
Arm Roast, Chicken, Chops, and Sausage

I had a
previous bad
experience with
“grass-fed.”

I’m on a really
tight budget.

I’m ready
to buy
Naturally
PastureRaised
Meat, but
need some
direction.
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The stuff I got was way too lean
or gamey.

It was too much of a good thing.
Way too much of some stuff, not
enough of other stuff.
I don’t have a deep freezer, but I
have a little freezer space to
work with in my kitchen.
I don’t have a deep freezer, and I
don’t have much freezer space in
my kitchen.

I’m don’t have
room for a deep
freezer. Now
what?

I have a little freezer space to
work with.

Invest in a deep freezer!
(It only adds about $1 per lb!)

I want the best
grass-fed
experience!
What next?

I don’t really want a freezer.
What then?

Purchase our large-order discount packs.
See “Bulk Deals.”

Purchase “By-the-cut.”
Our best value cuts are Ground Beef, Beef Roasts
and Chicken

Try our Samplers!

Buy ½ cow, ½ pig, chicken, turkey, and eggs.
Get ready for a gourmet eating experience!

Purchase “By-the-cut.”
Our favorite cuts are Ribeye Steak, Ground beef,
Arm Roast, Chicken, Chops, Bacon, and Sausage

Buying from Shady Grove Ranch is easy! There are 3 ways to buy:
1. “By-the-cut,” which means you can purchase single packages of things, including
steaks and chops (both of which are usually 2 per pack), single pound packs of
ground meat, and single whole chickens or roasts. We have a special loyalty-card
program for by-the-cut purchases that allows you to collect stamps for each
purchase over $100. After the 5th purchase, use your card to get $50 or 20% off
your next order (up to $100 off), whichever is greater.
The advantage of by-the-cut purchasing is flexibility—you get exactly what you
want. The disadvantage is that you don’t always know what the price will be until
your order is weighed.
2. Samplers. We have put together a number of sampler packs to allow fast ordering
and predictable pricing and to provide great food at a slight discount over by-thecut. It also gives you a chance to try new cuts that you may not be familiar with.
3. Bulk. At Shady Grove Ranch, this can mean two different things. It may refer to our
Large-Order Discounts, where we give price breaks on 20+ pound purchases. But
Bulk also refers to purchasing by-the-animal, as in purchasing a half pig or a
quarter cow. See our Bulk Processing FAQ for details.

